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Theoretical Physicist Brian Greene 2015-03-01 brian greene s father taught him to look at the world in different ways years later he started helping
others understand the universe from new perspectives learn how brian became a physics expert and bestselling author
The 48 Laws of Power 2000-09-01 amoral cunning ruthless and instructive this multi million copy new york times bestseller is the definitive
manual for anyone interested in gaining observing or defending against ultimate control from the author of the laws of human nature in the book
that people magazine proclaimed beguiling and fascinating robert greene and joost elffers have distilled three thousand years of the history of power
into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of machiavelli sun tzu and carl von clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging
from henry kissinger to p t barnum some laws teach the need for prudence law 1 never outshine the master others teach the value of confidence
law 28 enter action with boldness and many recommend absolute self preservation law 15 crush your enemy totally every law though has one
thing in common an interest in total domination in a bold and arresting two color package the 48 laws of power is ideal whether your aim is
conquest self defense or simply to understand the rules of the game
Pacific Deep-Sea Discoveries: Geological and Biological Exploration, Patterns, and Processes 2021-04-16 mr palomar is a delightful eccentric whose
chief activity is looking at things he is seeking knowledge it is only after you have come to know the surface of things that you can venture to seek
what is underneath whether contemplating a fine cheese a hungry gecko a woman sunbathing topless or a flight of migrant starlings mr palomar s
observations render the world afresh beautifully nimble solitary feats of imagination seamus heaney beguiling time
Mr Palomar 2010-12-14 an observer best book of 2020 a story of quiet striving and determination of love and friendship guardian it is new year s eve
1960 hashim has left behind his homeland and his bride munira to seek his fortune in england his cousin and only friend rofikul introduces hashim to
life in manchester including rofikul s girlfriend helen when munira arrives the group must learn what it is to be a family over the next twenty
years they make their way in the new country putting down roots and building a home but when war breaks out in east pakistan the struggle for
liberation and the emergence of bangladesh raises questions about identity belonging and loyalty hashim family is a story of family ties of migration
and of a connection to home and is the debut of an extraordinary new talent
Hashim & Family 2020-04-02 introduction prosperity lost coming up short the great divide the trouble with markets how america got rich an
established and useful reality american amnesia we re not in camelot anymore this is not your father s party the modern robber barons a crisis of
authority conclusion the positive sum society
American Amnesia 2017-02-14 as the world continues to change and adapt so too should the classroom finding an instruction methodology that can
adapt to the needs of all students however can be challenging even more so when it comes to teaching elementary writing retired educator and
author darlene l smith knows this struggle all too well it was only after implementing community of learners in her classroom that darlene s
struggles transformed into successes for herself and her students community of learners is a how to guide on facilitating an innovative learning
environment to enhance student writing in the elementary classroom this delivery method redefines the elementary classroom as a community
where student agency responsibility and participation accelerate learning from reorganizing the physical space and teaching positions to dividing
time and stating clear objectives community of leaners col centres student needs using this methodology students learn to share their ideas ask
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constructive questions and provide peer to peer support as students take on more responsibility for their own learning teachers transition into a
facilitating role motivated by the community environment students become independent and interdependent learners who talk write and learn
together not because they have to but because they need and want to based on let them show us the way by anne green this handbook is a
compilation of instruction resources and advice from darlene s many years mentoring teachers col may start off as a writing methodology but as
darlene experienced students will love it so much they ll want to use it throughout the school day
Writing in the Elementary Classroom Community of Learners 2024-02-27 this is the ebook version of the printed book if the print book includes a cd
rom this content is not included within the ebook version fuzzing master one of today s most powerful techniques for revealing security flaws
fuzzing has evolved into one of today s most effective approaches to test software security to fuzz you attach a program s inputs to a source of random
data and then systematically identify the failures that arise hackers have relied on fuzzing for years now it s your turn in this book renowned
fuzzing experts show you how to use fuzzing to reveal weaknesses in your software before someone else does fuzzing is the first and only book to
cover fuzzing from start to finish bringing disciplined best practices to a technique that has traditionally been implemented informally the authors
begin by reviewing how fuzzing works and outlining its crucial advantages over other security testing methods next they introduce state of the art
fuzzing techniques for finding vulnerabilities in network protocols file formats and web applications demonstrate the use of automated fuzzing tools
and present several insightful case histories showing fuzzing at work coverage includes why fuzzing simplifies test design and catches flaws other
methods miss the fuzzing process from identifying inputs to assessing exploitability understanding the requirements for effective fuzzing comparing
mutation based and generation based fuzzers using and automating environment variable and argument fuzzing mastering in memory fuzzing
techniques constructing custom fuzzing frameworks and tools implementing intelligent fault detection attackers are already using fuzzing you
should too whether you re a developer security engineer tester or qa specialist this book teaches you how to build secure software
Fuzzing 2007-06-29 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Up-To-Date Sandwich Book 2018-10-07 the creation of a successful portfolio is a vital skill needed by architectural students and professionals alike
in a highly competitive global market the accomplished representation of the architect s work must be able to turn opportunities into triumphs this
book offers a fresh step by step approach to achieving a reflective attractive and successful representation of one s work structured in four stages it
takes the reader through each step needed in the creation of a successful portfolio from understanding yourself and your market to planning
designing and producing it illustrated throughout in full color the book includes case study portfolios from the usa uk europe and asia which
demonstrate the steps in the process for both practitioners and students from sketch trials to full colour stage lay outs these contributions come from
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architects all over the world providing terrific insight into current practices and inspiration and ideas this is essential reading for anyone putting
together an architectural portfolio
The Architect's Portfolio 2017-10-03 the novel that i love the most is the quiet american ian mcewan sunday times bestselling author of lessons into
the intrigue and violence of 1950s saigon comes cia agent alden pyle a young idealistic american sent to promote democracy through a mysterious
third force as pyle s naive optimism starts to cause bloodshed his friend fowler a cynical foreign correspondent finds it hard to stand aside and watch
but even as fowler intervenes he wonders why for the greater good or something altogether more complicated with an introduction by zadie smith
one of the bbc s 100 novels that shaped our world
The Quiet American 2010-10-02 a valuable new edition of a standard reference the use of statistical methods for categorical data has increased
dramatically particularly for applications in the biomedical and social sciences an introduction to categorical data analysis third edition summarizes
these methods and shows readers how to use them using software readers will find a unified generalized linear models approach that connects
logistic regression and loglinear models for discrete data with normal regression for continuous data adding to the value in the new edition is
illustrations of the use of r software to perform all the analyses in the book a new chapter on alternative methods for categorical data including
smoothing and regularization methods such as the lasso classification methods such as linear discriminant analysis and classification trees and cluster
analysis new sections in many chapters introducing the bayesian approach for the methods of that chapter more than 70 analyses of data sets to
illustrate application of the methods and about 200 exercises many containing other data sets an appendix showing how to use sas stata and spss and an
appendix with short solutions to most odd numbered exercises written in an applied nontechnical style this book illustrates the methods using a wide
variety of real data including medical clinical trials environmental questions drug use by teenagers horseshoe crab mating basketball shooting
correlates of happiness and much more an introduction to categorical data analysis third edition is an invaluable tool for statisticians and biostatisticians
as well as methodologists in the social and behavioral sciences medicine and public health marketing education and the biological and agricultural
sciences
An Introduction to Categorical Data Analysis 2018-10-11 the definitive biography of daphne du maurier one of history s greatest psychological thriller
novelists rebecca published in 1938 brought its author instant international acclaim capturing the popular imagination with its haunting atmosphere
of suspense and mystery du maurier was immediately established as the queen of the psychological thriller but the more fame this and her other
books encouraged the more reclusive daphne du maurier became margaret forster s award winning biography could hardly be more worthy of its
subject drawing on private letters and papers and with the unflinching co operation of daphne du maurier s family margaret forster explores the
secret drama of her life the stifling relationship with her father actor manager gerald du maurier her troubled marriage to war hero and royal aide
boy browning her wartime love affair her passion for cornwall and her deep friendships with the last of her father s actress loves gertrude lawrence
and with an aristocratic american woman most significant of all margaret forster ingeniously strips away the relaxed and charming facade to lay bare
the true workings of a complex and emotional character whose passionate and often violent stories mirrored her own fantasy life more than anyone
could ever have imagined
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Daphne Du Maurier 2012-10-31 the immunity code presents an immune centric approach to aging and health and how to slow it dramatically in
easy practical steps the immunity code is simply a new paradigm and an entirely new way think about caring for the body the new goal is learning
to control key aspects of immunity specifically immune cells called macrophages to control health and aging using new science based techniques
hacks if you will to steer immunity to slow and reverse aging and drive peak health you will gain a power everyone seeks and so few find
The Immunity Code 2019-12-13 this book examines how citizens use digital social media to engage in public discontent and offers a critical
examination of the hybrid reality of protest where bodies spaces and technologies resonate it argues that the augmented reality of protest goes
beyond the bodies the tents and the cobblestones in the protest square incorporating live streams different time zones encrypted conversations and
simultaneous translation of protest updates into different languages based on more than 60 interviews with protest participants and ethnographic
analysis of online content in ukraine and russia it examines how citizens in countries with limited media freedom and corrupt authorities perceive
the affordances of digital media for protest and how these enable or limit protest action the book provides a nuanced contribution to debates about the
role of digital media in contentious politics and protest events both in eastern europe and beyond
Beyond the Protest Square 2021-03-16 from the 1 new york times bestselling author of the 48 laws of power comes the definitive new book on
decoding the behavior of the people around you robert greene is a master guide for millions of readers distilling ancient wisdom and philosophy into
essential texts for seekers of power understanding and mastery now he turns to the most important subject of all understanding people s drives and
motivations even when they are unconscious of them themselves we are social animals our very lives depend on our relationships with people
knowing why people do what they do is the most important tool we can possess without which our other talents can only take us so far drawing
from the ideas and examples of pericles queen elizabeth i martin luther king jr and many others greene teaches us how to detach ourselves from our
own emotions and master self control how to develop the empathy that leads to insight how to look behind people s masks and how to resist
conformity to develop your singular sense of purpose whether at work in relationships or in shaping the world around you the laws of human
nature offers brilliant tactics for success self improvement and self defense
The Laws of Human Nature 2018-10-23 the articles on which chapters 4 5 and 6 are based are available open access under cc by nc licence design
approaches to policy making have gained increasing popularity among policy makers in recent years first published as a special issue of policy politics
this book presents original critical reflections on the value of design approaches and how they relate to the classical idea of public administration as a
design science with a new concluding chapter contributors consider the potential challenges and applications of design approaches and distinguish
between three methods currently characterising the discipline design as optimisation design as exploration and design as co creation developing the
dialogue around public administration as a design science this collection explores how a more designerly way of thinking can improve public
administration and public policy
Policy-Making As Designing 2023-05 this third edition of himss award winning bestseller explores how clinicians patients and health it stakeholders
are collaborating to support high value care through health it medical informatics an executive primer continues to explore information technologies
applied in hospital settings at the physician s office and in patients homes to
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Medical Informatics 2015-03-27 revisiting the elegy in the black lives matter era is an edited collection of critical essays and poetry that investigates
contemporary elegy within the black diaspora scores of contemporary writers have turned to elegiac poetry and prose in order to militate against the
white supremacist logic that has led to recent deaths of unarmed black men women and children this volume combines scholarly and creative
understandings of the elegy in order to discern how mourning feeds our political awareness in this dystopian time as writers attempt to see hear and
say something in relation to the bodies of the dead as well as to living readers moreover this book provides a model for how to productively
interweave theoretical and deeply personal accounts to encourage discussions about art and activism that transgress disciplinary boundaries as well as
lines of race gender class and nation
Revisiting the Elegy in the Black Lives Matter Era 2019-12-09 this study connects the idiosyncratic modernism of wyndham lewis co founder of the
vorticist art movement with works of several artists from the british art rock tradition among them bryan ferry david bowie art punk pioneers wire
and electronic pop musician john foxx by taking a transdisciplinary and intermedial approach to texts from two fields normally studied in isolation
and staking out the elements of a shared modernist ethos the book presents a new perspective on both fields relevant to scholars of literature popular
culture and the visual arts alike while the book rests on sound research from the fields of literary criticism art history and pop theory the structure
and writing of the book is fundamentally designed to be accessible and comprehensible to non scholarly readers
Wyndham Lewis and British Art Rock 2024-02-12 the horrifying idea of child sacrifice and the offering to the gods of a beloved only son by his
father is a theme which appears repeatedly in western traditions this book focuses on religious rituals of violence imagined and real
Flesh and Blood: Interrogating Freud on Human Sacrifice, Real and Imagined 2019-12-16 a retrospective of ted greene virtuoso solo guitarist beloved
music teacher world renowned author and innovator of unique music concepts for guitar this book also includes an overview of ted greene s early
life and musical development plus an insightful narrative of the 13 years prior to his death
My Life with the Chord Chemist 2009 though trained to draw in a more leisurely academic style the author found that working in the field
required a different set of tools and techniques which he shares here with numerous examples of his own work annotation c book news inc portland
or booknews com
Fast Sketching Techniques 2000 machiavelli has a new rival and sun tzu had better watch his back new york times around the globe people are
facing the same problem that we are born as individuals but are forced to conform to the rules of society if we want to succeed to see our uniqueness
expressed in our achievements we must first learn the rules and then how to change them completely charles darwin began as an underachieving
schoolboy leonardo da vinci as an illegitimate outcast the secret of their eventual greatness lies in a rigorous apprenticeship by paying close and
careful attention they learnt to master the hidden codes which determine ultimate success or failure then they rewrote the rules as a reflection of
their own individuality blasting previous patterns of achievement open from within told through robert greene s signature blend of historical
anecdote and psychological insight and drawing on interviews with world leaders mastery builds on the strategies outlined in the 48 laws of power
to provide a practical guide to greatness and how to start living by your own rules from the internationally bestselling author of the 48 laws of
power the art of seduction and the 33 strategies of war
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Mastery 2012-11-19 the bombing of hiroshima on august 6 1945 brought radiation to international attention but the exact nature of what had been
unleashed was still unclear to most the 1986 meltdown at the chernobyl nuclear plant again made headlines with estimates of fatalities ranging from
4 000 to almost one million deaths by the time of the shocking 2011 disaster at the fukushima nuclear plant social media meant governments and
corporations no longer had a monopoly over the release of information but transparency remains low on the agenda meanwhile few physicians give
thought to the delayed health effects of radiation it has been the bold physician who has challenged the potential overuse of chest x rays ct scanning
or pet scans this book provides clear and accurate information about radiation so that we can all make informed choices in clear language it offers
answers to citizens questions what is radiation where do we encounter it what are the benefits and risks how do we develop a responsible future
around the uses and abuses of radioactivity
From Hiroshima to Fukushima to You 2014-05-15 a provocative young journalist chronicles his adventures on tour as a performing member of the
alice cooper rock and roll band dust cover
Billion Dollar Baby 1974 an intoduction to the teachings of hakuin and the study of rinzai zen
The Zen Master Hakuin 1971 fresh kills a monumental 2 200 acre site on staten island was once the world s largest landfill from 1948 to 2001 it was
the main receptacle for new york city s refuse after the 9 11 attacks it reopened briefly to receive human remains and rubble from the destroyed
twin towers turning a notorious disposal site into a cemetery today a mammoth reclamation project is transforming the landfill site constructing an
expansive park three times the size of central park martin v melosi provides a comprehensive chronicle of fresh kills that offers new insights into
the growth and development of new york city and the relationship among consumption waste and disposal he traces the metamorphoses of the
landscape following it from salt marsh to landfill to cemetery and looks ahead to the future park by centering the problem of solid waste disposal
melosi highlights the unwanted consequences of mass consumption he presents the fresh kills space as an embodiment of massive waste linking
consumption to the continuing presence of its discards melosi also uses the landfill as a lens for understanding staten island s history and its
relationship with greater new york city the first book on the history of the iconic landfill fresh kills unites environmental political and cultural
history to offer a reflection on material culture consumer practices and perceptions of value and worthlessness
Fresh Kills 2020-01-28 this book addresses some of the controversies and uncertainties associated with reducing the extensive exploitation of fossil
fuels due to their role in global warming elisabeth marta tómmerbakk explores why a transition towards a post carbon society is so difficult to
accomplish by examining how the relationship between petroleum production and climate change is politically framed and negotiated in contested
cases this question is approached through a process oriented comparative case study of lofoten located in the norwegian sea above the arctic circle and
yasuní itt ishpingo tambococha and tiputini located in the ecuadorian amazon regions that both belong to oil exporting countries with highly oil
dependent economies tómmerbakk draws on rich empirical data that includes qualitative interviews with subjects in both countries and applies an
actor network theory framework to show that oil and climate are intricately entangled in knowledge and policy practices overall assembling
petroleum production and climate change in ecuador and norway provides an in depth examination of how climate science and petroleum extraction
are negotiated adapted assembled and coordinated with other national policies and political aims this book will be of great interest to students and
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scholars of petroleum production climate change environmental policy and environmental sociology
Assembling Petroleum Production and Climate Change in Ecuador and Norway 2021-08-01 a new collection of stories set in the west from one of the
most gifted and versatile of contemporary writers npr percival everett s long awaited new collection of stories his first since 2004 s damned if i do
finds him traversing the west with characteristic restlessness a deaf native american girl wanders off into the desert and is found untouched in a den
of rattlesnakes a young boy copes with the death of his sister by angling for an unnaturally large trout in the creek where she drowned an old
woman rides her horse into a mountain snowstorm and sees a long dead beloved dog for the plainspoken men and women of these stories fathers and
daughters sheriffs and veterinarians small events trigger sudden shifts in which the ordinary becomes unfamiliar a harmless comment about how to
ride a horse changes the course of a relationship a snakebite gives rise to hallucinations and the hunt for a missing man reveals his uncanny
resemblance to an actor half an inch of water tears through the fabric of the everyday to examine what lies beneath the surface of these lives in the
hands of master storyteller everett the act of questioning leads to vistas more strange and unsettling than could ever have been expected
Half an Inch of Water 2015-09-15 taking wordpress to the next level with advanced plugin development wordpress is used to create self hosted blogs
and sites and it s fast becoming the most popular content management system cms on the now you can extend it for personal corporate and
enterprise use with advanced plugins and this professional development guide learn how to create plugins using the wordpress plugin api utilize
hooks store custom settings craft translation files secure your plugins set custom user roles integrate widgets work with javascript and ajax create
custom post types you ll find a practical solutions based approach lots of helpful examples and plenty of code you can incorporate shows you how to
develop advanced plugins for the most popular cms platform today wordpress covers plugin fundamentals how to create and customize hooks
internationalizing your site with translation files securing plugins how to create customer users and ways to lock down specific areas for use in
corporate settings delves into advanced topics including creating widgets and metaboxes debugging using javascript and ajax cron integration custom
post types short codes multi site functions and working with the http api includes pointers on how to debug profile and optimize your code and how
to market your custom plugin learn advanced plugin techniques and extend wordpress into the corporate environment
Professional WordPress Plugin Development 2011-02-17 sidney sheldon s eighth novel now available in ebook format
Windmills of the Gods 2012-06-07 the complete stories of a 20th century master of fiction affairs obsessions ardors fantasy myth legends dreams fear
pity and violence this magnificent collection of stories illuminates all corners of the human experience including four previously uncollected stories
this new complete edition reveals graham greene in a range of contrasting moods sometimes cynical and witty sometimes searching and
philosophical each of these forty nine stories confirms v s pritchett s declaration that greene is a master of storytelling this penguin classics edition
features an introduction by pico iyer for more than seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the english speaking
world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors as well as up to date translations by award winning translators
Complete Short Stories 2005-02-01 desire for beauty is at the heart of human existence some find this meaning out of their religious or spiritual
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perspective some find it at the edge of their traditions and others find it outside any recognizable tradition this book speaks especially to the second
and third groups of people desire releases us to explore difference and to honor alternatives desire shapes our lives in unique ways it centers our
energies for personal and relational change where difference can be debated and variety permitted we might transcend circumstances that limit us
desire is more than meaningfulness it is captivation of mind and spirit to life s possibility in my discovery desire is an abandonment to beauty
The 48 Laws of Power 1999 spy thriller fiction written in the golden age of murder a literary craftsman who could spring surprises with his
humour and sense of suspense the times owen bradwell is a courageous naval officer who returns to england in the 1930s he believes that his career
is over because he has become colour blind but with nazi germany an increasing menace the authorities cannot do without bradwell and he is
assigned a special mission a former acquaintance of bradwell s has been trapped into betraying his country s secrets by a nazi agent bradwell is sent to
spy on the spy and travels down the thames on a surveillance trip under cover of a fishing weekend things soon take an unexpected turn and
bradwell finds himself in the company of a dead man and a pretty young interior decorator called sally will bradwell triumph over the villains and
will he and sally fall in love this neglected thriller from 1945 is a pacy and entertaining read rich with the classic twists of the genre amnesia
blackmail and a convict s escape from dartmoor
Leave Love with Me 2023-09-19 now a major motion picture starring cole sprouse and haley lu richardson goodreads choice winner best young
adult fiction of 2019 in this 1 new york times bestselling novel that s perfect for fans of john green s the fault in our stars two teens fall in love with
just one minor complication they can t get within a few feet of each other without risking their lives can you love someone you can never touch
stella grant likes to be in control even though her totally out of control lungs have sent her in and out of the hospital most of her life at this point
what stella needs to control most is keeping herself away from anyone or anything that might pass along an infection and jeopardize the possibility of
a lung transplant six feet apart no exceptions the only thing will newman wants to be in control of is getting out of this hospital he couldn t care less
about his treatments or a fancy new clinical drug trial soon he ll turn eighteen and then he ll be able to unplug all these machines and actually go see
the world not just its hospitals will s exactly what stella needs to stay away from if he so much as breathes on stella she could lose her spot on the
transplant list either one of them could die the only way to stay alive is to stay apart but suddenly six feet doesn t feel like safety it feels like
punishment what if they could steal back just a little bit of the space their broken lungs have stolen from them would five feet apart really be so
dangerous if it stops their hearts from breaking too
Trouble on the Thames 2015-10-06 this remarkable set of essays defines the role of imagination in general education arts education aesthetics
literature and the social and multicultural context the author argues for schools to be restructured as places where students reach out for meanings
and where the previously silenced or unheard may have a voice she invites readers to develop processes to enhance and cultivate their own visions
through the application of imagination and the arts releasing the imagination should be required reading for all educators particularly those in
teacher education and for general and academic readers choice maxine greene with her customary eloquence makes an impassioned argument for
using the arts as a tool for opening minds and for breaking down the barriers to imagining the realities of worlds other than our own familiar
cultures there is a strong rhythm to the thoughts the arguments and the entire sequence of essays presented here american journal of education
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releasing the imagination gives us a vivid portrait of the possibilities of human experience and education s role in its realization it is a welcome
corrective to current pressures for educational conformity elliot w eisner professor of education and art stanford university releasing the imagination
challenges all the cant and cliché littering the field of education today it breaks through the routine the frozen the numbing the unexamined it
shocks the reader into new awareness william ayers associate professor college of education university of illinois chicago
Five Feet Apart 2019-02-05 the third man is greene s brilliant recreation of post war vienna a city of desolate poverty occupied by four powers rollo
martins a second rate novelist arrives penniless in vienna to visit his old friend and hero harry lime harry is dead but the circumstances surrounding
his death are highly suspicious and his reputation at the very least dubious graham greene said of the third man that he wanted to entertain people
to frighten them a little to make them laugh and the result is both a compelling narrative and a haunting thriller the fallen idol is the chilling story
of a small boy caught up in the games that adults play left in the care of the butler baines and his wife philip realizes too late the danger of lies and
deceit but the truth is even deadlier for more than seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the english speaking
world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors as well as up to date translations by award winning translators
Releasing the Imagination 2000-02-02 a bakerline tube carriage has 36 seats an ideally filled tube train with no one standing would carry 252
passengers the driver makes 253 each has their own personal history their own thoughts about themselves and their fellow passengers
The Third Man and The Fallen Idol 1992-07-01
253 1998
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